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For an optimal stable climate  
and the health of your horse

QUALITY BEDDING 
FROM NATURE

Allspan German Horse 
Hemp bedding

Bedding alternatives for horses

OUR HEMP ALTERNATIVE
Our hemp bedding is optimally suited for allergic and highly 
sensible horses as an alternative to straw and shaving  
bedding. The untreated hemp fibres originate from herbicide 
and fungicide-free cultivation.

Low Manure Volumes

Outstanding Absorbency

Environmentally Friendly

Dust-free and Odour Absorbing

Available in 20 kg bales

TOGETHER EVEN STRONGER!

The bedding specialists of the brands Allspan, German Horse 
Pellets as well as TierWohl are found under the name Allspan 
German Horse, that are operating on the market together 
under the new name since 2019.

QUALITY

A high quality standard with regard to product and service 
quality is a matter of course for us. We always observe the origin 
and quality of the raw materials used. By the continuous  
monitoring of our raw materials and production processes,  
we can guarantee the consistent quality of our products. 

CUSTOMER FOCUS

The proximity to the market is a central topic for Allspan  
German Horse. Several plants in Europe permit short distances 
that also save you transport costs and a lot of time. Moreover, 
road traffic is relieved and protects the environment. The close, 
partnership-based cooperation with logistic companied and 
an extensive dealer network guarantee a professional and 
scheduled delivery of your bedding products. A large team 
consisting of long-standing, competent Employees enable 
direct, personal customer care with a high level of service.

www.allspan-german-horse.de
info@allspan-german-horse.de 

Südbeckenstraße 2a
76189 Karlsruhe

Phone +49 721 5658-00

Am Torney 2a
23970 Wismar

Phone +49 3841 303066-30

Address of our specialist dealer



OUR FLAX ALTERNATIVE
Our linen straw comprises 100% from the natural renewable 
raw material flax and is a soft low-dust bedding for horses. 
The stems of the straw are shredded into shives and then 
cleaned and de-dusted.

Good Price / Performance ratio

Almost Dust-free

Trouble-free Manure Disposal

High Absorbency

Allspan German Horse 
Linen straw

Available in 20 kg bales

Low Working Effort

High Absorbency

Trouble-free Manure Disposal

Almost free of Germs and Dust

Allspan German Horse 
Straw pellets and Straw granulate

Available in 20 kg bags or Big-Bags

Allspan German Horse 
Sawdust

Extremely absorbent and odor-binding

Economical in use

pH neutral after use, better rotting

almost germ-free, best hygiene

OUR SAW SHAVINGS
This is a very fine-grained softwood product with a residual 
moisture of less than 12%. It can be used for all (cloven-) 
hoofed animals as hygienic and absorbent bedding.

Available in 18 kg bales

OUR STRAW ALTERNATIVES

STRAW PELLETS
The straw pellets comprising 100% natural straw are highly 
absorbent and biologically degradable. Its high yield also  
ensures for less consumption.

STRAW GRANULATE
The product Allspan German Horse Straw granulate is a straw 
pellet broken open. Thanks to the structure of the material 
broken open, the function of the bedding can be brought 
about quickly and the material offers an increased absorbent 
surface.


